
INTRODUCING
Meaningful Alignment™           Manage emotions. Resolve conflict. Improve relationships.

Meaningful Alignment is a program developed and facilitated by leadership experts Susan Steinbrecher and Dr. Robert 
Schaefer, to help both individuals and teams:


‣ Have difficult conversations and not only achieve the goal, but create more trusting, connected relationships  
as a result


‣ Address important yet sensitive and difficult issues with emotional composure and resilience

‣ Successfully facilitate the emotions of others in the middle of difficult conversations


ECC is proud to offer this ground-breaking program to its   
global client community.


The program kicks off with a Complimentary Webinar.          
For those who might wish to go further and pursue a deeper 
level  of mastery, there is an additional Workshop Series led  
by Susan, Robert, and their expert Meaningful Alignment 
coaches.


Details for both programs follow.
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What’s worse than having a stressful conversation? 
Avoiding one.

Recent events have put a spotlight on how we interact, both 
personally and professionally. 

In these times of tension, stress, uncertainty, and volatility, emotions 
can run high. While in-person conversations can be difficult enough, 
virtual conversations can be even more challenging. As leaders and 
as teams, how do we build our emotional intelligence capabilities 
and skills to ensure best outcomes in our daily interactions?


Executive Coaching Connections (ECC) is proud to offer 
Meaningful Alignment™ to provide immediate support.

LEADING DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS 
TO POSITIVE OUTCOMES 
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Meaningful Alignment Co-Founder
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https://youtu.be/24e8EzURElY
https://youtu.be/24e8EzURElY


JOIN US!
Complimentary Webinar
Raise awareness and explore key just-in-time tools to help navigate a potentially 
emotionally-charged discussion to a mutually successful outcome. Tools provided 
upon registration will be covered in the Webinar.


SKILLS COVERED 
‣ Dialogue styles used with others, particularly when stakes are high and 

disagreements are strong

‣ Self-regulation strategies and coping habits

‣ Techniques to manage self-emotion in the moment

‣ Tools to effectively facilitate the emotions of others


COMPLIMENTARY WEBINAR 
Tuesday, August 18, 2020 
12:00 - 12:45 pm CT, USA 

DEEPER LEARNING
Virtual Workshop Series
Master the skills and behaviors that drive successful, aligned conversations. Dynamic, interactive learning through 
small groups led by Susan, Robert, and their expert Meaningful Alignment coaches. Highly effective for both 
individuals and teams.


SKILLS DEVELOPED 
‣ Understand individual dialogue style and resulting impacts through a Personal Assessment

‣ Build greater emotional composure and resilience

‣ Increase capacity to successfully navigate difficult conversations

‣ Learn and practice the six steps and emotional management techniques of Meaningful Alignment


WORKSHOP SERIES 
4 Tuesdays - September 10, 17, 24, and October 1 
10:00 am - 12:00 pm CT, USA 
$349 per person, introductory price

Executive Coaching  |  C-Suite Partners & Confidants
Leadership & Team Development  |  Organizational Effectiveness
Human Resources Consulting Services

ECC is a highly-respected, global people and organizational 
development advisory firm that has supported Fortune 500 and 
the largest private and family-owned businesses, and their most 
senior executives, around their most complex challenges, for   
20 years.

+1.847.920.0190 
www.ExecutiveCoachingConnections.com

Notes from ECC 

Please join us for 
valuable learning in  
this Complimentary 
Webinar.  

A recording of the 
Webinar will be 
provided to those   
who register. 

The Workshop Series 
is available as a 
separate offering to 
those who wish to 
further develop their 
mastery. 

Questions?             817.268.3650          info@steinbrecher.com
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https://bit.ly/ECC-MA-Webinar

https://bit.ly/ECC-MA-Workshop

REGISTER-WORKSHOP 
click here

REGISTER-WEBINAR 
click here
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